
Paddington Range - Introductory Offer 
Marmalade sandwiches not included!

Paddington bear is in the news again as a The Story of a Bear Exhibition is 

launched at the British Library Paddington - The British Library (bl.uk) Filming 

on the next movie release has also just been confirmed to start next year 

too. The Paddington home and gift range by Eddingtons features the iconic 

Michael Bond character centred around designs taken from the original Peggy 

Fortnum illustrations which have a timeless classic appeal.  The categories 

within the collection includes baking accessories for adults and children, 

combining aprons and tabards with rolling pins and biscuit cutter sets. Ever 



popular non-stick baking spatulas have measure equivalents and a mini spatula 

included adding fun to family summer holiday baking activities. 

 Eddingtons have collaborated with the popular Bees Wrap brand of waxed 

wrap to create a range of sandwich and picnic wraps perfect for summer 

outings or for bears on the move whilst ditching the need for plastic wraps and 

films. Made from GOTS certified organic cotton and natural bees wax the wraps 

are reusable up to 100 times over. Couple these with Snack bags and 

Collapsible cups the on-the move collection is complete. Marmalade 

sandwiches not included! 

Finally, breakfast will never be the same again with a bear at the table. Egg 

cups and egg and soldier boards complete the range.   

We would like to offer you the chance to order our Paddington range at a pre 

price increase & discounted price. We have fantastic offers to create the range 

in store, combine the full range of Paddington products and save over £200! 

Other offers include the bakeware, on-the-go and bakeware ranges. Click the 

button before for the offer or contact your sales rep for more information. 

Paddington Offer  



Paddington Bear Food Wraps: 
PB0001

These food wraps are a natural 

alternative to plastic wrap for food 

storage. From start to finish; close 

attention is paid to the ingredients and 

materials used throughout the entire 

production process. The wraps are 

reusable, biodegradable and 

compostable with each pack including 

a small, medium and large wrap. 

View similar products »

Paddington Bear Zip Bags - PB0010

Whether you are trying to organise the 

chaos or packing a snack for the road, 

these zip-lock bags are also 

sustainable. From travel and household 

essentials to recipes and pantry 

storage, these bags go the distance.

View similar products »

Paddington Bear Gift Set - PB0015

Gift set includes 24 gift bags, gift 

ribbon, 24 Paddington gift tags, 2 

decorating nozzles, 6 icing bags, 

coupler and 4 cookie cutters - 

Paddington, Sandwich, London Bus & 

Suitcase. Orange flavoured biscuits 

recipe included.

View similar products »

Paddington Bear Spatulas - 

PB0014

Made from beech wood with a silicone 

head. 3 different Paddington designs 

set of 12. Dishwasher safe. Free 

display tin with first order but must be 

ordered separately (PBTIN001).

View similar products »
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